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Abstract
We consider the minimax estimation problem of a discrete distribution with support size k under privacy
constraints. A privatization scheme is applied to each raw sample independently, and we need to estimate the
distribution of the raw samples from the privatized samples. A positive number ǫ measures the privacy level of
a privatization scheme. For a given ǫ, we consider the problem of constructing optimal privatization schemes with
ǫ-privacy level, i.e., schemes that minimize the expected estimation loss for the worst-case distribution. Two schemes
in the literature provide order optimal performance in the high privacy regime where ǫ is very close to 0, and in the
low privacy regime where eǫ « k, respectively.
In this paper, we propose a new family of schemes which substantially improve the performance of the existing
schemes in the medium privacy regime when 1 ! eǫ ! k. More concretely, we prove that when 3.8 ă ǫ ă lnpk{9q,
our schemes reduce the expected estimation loss by 50% under ℓ22 metric and by 30% under ℓ1 metric over the
existing schemes. We also prove a lower bound for the region eǫ ! k, which implies that our schemes are order
optimal in this regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major challenge in the statistical analysis of user data is the conflict between learning accurate statistics and
protecting sensitive information about the individuals. To study this tradeoff, we need a formal definition of privacy,
and differential privacy has been put forth as one such candidate [1], [2]. Roughly speaking, differential privacy
requires that the adversary not be able to reliably infer an individual’s data from public statistics even with access
to all the other users’ data. The concept of differential privacy has been developed in two different contexts: the
global privacy context (for instance, when institutions release statistics of groups of people) [3], and the local
privacy context when individuals disclose their personal data [4].
In this paper, we consider the minimax estimation problem of a discrete distribution with support size k under
locally differential privacy. This problem has been studied in the non-private setting [5], [6], where we can learn
the distribution from the raw samples. In the private setting, we need to estimate the distribution of raw samples
from the privatized samples, which are generated independently from each raw sample according to a conditional
distribution (also called privatization scheme) Q. Given a privacy parameter ǫ ą 0, we say that Q is ǫ-locally
differentially private if the probabilities of the same output conditional on different inputs differ by a factor of at
most eǫ. Clearly, smaller ǫ means that it is more difficult to infer the original data from the privatized samples, and
thus leads to higher privacy. For a given ǫ, our objective is to find the optimal privatization scheme with ǫ-privacy
level to minimize the expected estimation loss for the worst case distribution. In this paper, we are mainly concerned
with the scenario where we have a large number of samples, which captures the modern trend toward “big data”
analytics.
A. Existing results:
The following two privatization schemes are the most well-known in the literature: the k-ary Randomized Aggre-
gatable Privacy-Preserving Ordinal Response (k-RAPPOR) scheme [7], [8], and the k-ary Randomized Response
(k-RR) scheme [9]–[11]. The k-RAPPOR scheme is order optimal in the high privacy regime where ǫ is very close
to 0, and the k-RR scheme is order optimal in the low privacy regime where eǫ « k [12]. At the same time, to
the best of our knowledge, no schemes work well in the medium privacy regime, where eǫ is far from both 1 or
k. Arguably, this regime is of practical importance: Indeed, if ǫ is too close to 0, then we may need too many
samples to estimate the distribution accurately; on the other hand, taking ǫ too large can compromise the privacy
requirement.
Duchi et al. [13] gave a tight lower bound on the minimax private estimation loss for the high privacy regime
where ǫ is very close to 0. At the same time, no meaningful lower bounds are known for the medium privacy
regime.
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2B. Our contributions:
In this paper we first propose a family of new privatization schemes which are order-optimal in the medium to
high privacy regimes when eǫ ! k. We show that our schemes are better than the two existing schemes in the
medium privacy regime where 1 ! eǫ ! k. For instance, we show that for the ℓ22 loss our scheme outperforms the
k-RR scheme by a factor of Θpk{eǫq, and prove similar results for k-RAPPOR and ℓ1 loss. We also show that when
3.8 ă ǫ ă lnpk{9q, our schemes reduce the expected estimation loss by 50% under the ℓ22 metric and by 30% under
the ℓ1 metric over the existing schemes. This compares favorably with the existing literature (e.g., [12]) where the
improvement of several percentage points constitutes a substantial advance. Second, we prove a tight lower bound
for the whole region eǫ ! k, which implies that our schemes are order optimal in this regime. We also prove that
in order to obtain the optimal performance, we only need to consider the privatization schemes formed by extremal
configurations, namely, we can restrict ourselves to the privatization schemes with finite output alphabet and the
property that the ratio between the probabilities of a given output conditional on different inputs is either 1 or eǫ.
After this paper was completed, we learned that the privatization scheme and the empirical estimator that we
derive have been proposed earlier in the work of Wang et al. [14] under the name of k-subset mechanisms. The
authors of [14] showed that the k-subset mechanisms outperform the k-RR and k RAPPOR schemes, quantifying
the improvement in experimental results. They also proposed the efficient implementation of their estimator that we
discuss in Remark III.1 below. At the same time, [14] does not include a detailed analysis of the existing schemes
and the new proposal in the medium privacy regime. Finally, [14] does not address lower bounds on the risk and
therefore does not include the statement that the proposed privatization mechanisms are order-optimal in terms of
the expected estimation loss.
Our paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II we formulate the problem and give necessary background. In
Sect. III we introduce our new schemes and evaluate their performance. In Sect. IV we prove the optimality of
extremal configuration and the tight lower bound.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Notation: Let X “ t1, 2, . . . , ku be the source alphabet and let p “ pp1, p2, . . . , pkq be a probability distribution
on X. Denote by ∆k “ tp P Rk : pi ě 0 for i “ 1, 2, . . . , k,
řk
i“1 pi “ 1u the k-dimensional probability simplex.
Let X be a random variable (RV) that takes values on X according to p, so that pi “ ppX “ iq. Denote by
Xn “ pXp1q, Xp2q, . . . , Xpnqq the vector formed of n independent copies of the RV X.
In the classical (non-private) distribution estimation problem, we are given direct access to i.i.d. samples tXpiquni“1
drawn according to some unknown distribution p P ∆k. Our goal is to estimate p based on the samples [6]. We
define an estimator pˆ as a function pˆ : Xn Ñ Rk, and assess the quality of the estimator pˆ in terms of the risk
(expected loss)
E
Xn„pn
ℓppˆpXnq, pq,
where ℓ is some loss function. The minimax risk is defined as the following saddlepoint problem:
rℓk,n :“ infpˆ suppP∆k
E
Xn„pn
ℓppˆpXnq, pq.
In the private distribution estimation problem, we can no longer access the raw samples tXpiquni“1. Instead, we
estimate the distribution p from the privatized samples tY piquni“1, obtained by applying a privatization mechanismQ independently to each raw sample Xpiq. A privatization mechanism (also called privatization scheme) Q : XÑ Y
is simply a conditional distribution QY |X . The privatized samples Y piq take values in a set Y (the “output alphabet”)
that does not have to be the same as X.
The quantities tY piquni“1 are i.i.d. samples drawn according to the marginal distribution m given by
mpSq “
kÿ
i“1
QpS|iqpi (1)
for any S P σpYq, where σpYq denotes an appropriate σ-algebra on Y. In accordance with this setting, the estimator
pˆ is a measurable function pˆ : Yn Ñ Rk. Define the minimax risk of the privatization mechanism Q as
rℓk,npQq :“ infpˆ suppP∆k
E
Y n„mn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq,
where mn is the n-fold product distribution and m is given by (1).
3Definition II.1. For a given ǫ ą 0, a privatization mechanism Q : X Ñ Y is said to be ǫ-locally differentially
private 1 if
sup
SPσpYq
QpY P S|X “ xq
QpY P S|X “ x1q ď e
ǫ for all x, x1 P X. (2)
Denote by Dǫ the set of all ǫ-locally differentially private mechanisms. Given a privacy level ǫ, we want to
find the optimal Q P Dǫ with the smallest possible minimax risk among all the ǫ-locally differentially private
mechanisms. We further define the ǫ-private minimax risk as
rℓǫ,k,n :“ infQPDǫ r
ℓ
k,npQq. (3)
In Sect. IV, we show that it suffices to restrict oneself to finite output alphabet Y, i.e.,
rℓǫ,k,n “ infQPDǫ,F r
ℓ
k,npQq,
where Dǫ,F is the set of ǫ-locally differentially private mechanisms with finite output alphabet. For Q P Dǫ,F ,
Eq. (2) is equivalent to
QpY “ y|X “ xq
QpY “ y|X “ x1q ď e
ǫ for all x, x1 P X and y P Y.
We shall also write the definition of the marginal distribution m in (1) as m “ pQ.
We will use standard distance functions on distributions defined on finite sets Y. The KL divergence between two
such distributions m1 and m2 is defined as
Dklpm1||m2q :“
ÿ
yPY
m1pyq log m1pyq
m2pyq .
The total variation distance between m1 and m2 is defined as
}m1 ´m2}TV :“ max
AĎY
|m1pAq ´m2pAq| “ 1
2
ÿ
yPY
|m1pyq ´m2pyq|.
III. NEW SCHEMES
In this section we introduce a family of new privatization schemes. Our schemes are parameterized by the integer
d P t1, 2, . . . , k´ 1u. Given d, let the output alphabet be Yk,d “ ty P t0, 1uk :
řk
i“1 yi “ du. Clearly, |Yk,d| “
`
k
d
˘
.
Define
Qk,dpy|iq “
eǫyi ` p1´ yiq`
k´1
d´1
˘
eǫ ` `k´1
d
˘ (4)
for all y P Yk,d and all i P X. To define the estimator for Qk,d, we need to calculate the marginal distribution of
each coordinate of the output. We begin with a concrete example to illustrate the method of the calculation.
Example III.1. Let Y4,2 Ă t0, 1u4 be the set of all vectors with two ones and two zeros. For any i “ 1, . . . , 4, Yi
is a Bernoulli random variable. Consider the event A1 :“ tY1 “ 1u “ tY P tp1, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 1quu.
We have
QpA1|X “ 1q “ 3e
ǫ
3eǫ ` 3 , QpA1|X “ iq “
eǫ ` 2
3eǫ ` 3 for i “ 2, 3, 4.
Using (1), we obtain
m4,2pY1 “ 1q “ 3e
ǫp1 ` peǫ ` 2qp1´ p1q
3eǫ ` 3 ,
where m4,2 “ pQ4,2.
For d ą 1, we can derive the marginal distribution of each coordinate of the output using the method illustrated
above:
qi “ mk,dpYi “ 1q “
`
k´1
d´1
˘
eǫpi ` p
`
k´2
d´2
˘
eǫ ` `k´2
d´1
˘qp1´ piq`
k´1
d´1
˘
eǫ ` `k´1
d
˘
1Following the existing literature, we use the quantity eǫ as the measure of privacy level even though ǫ is never used separately in our
derivations and results.
4“ pk ´ 1qe
ǫpi ` ppd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ dqp1 ´ piq
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
“ pk ´ dqpe
ǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
, (5)
where mk,d “ pQk,d. It is easy to check that the final expression in (5) also holds for d “ 1.
Solving for pi, we obtain the empirical estimator of p under Qk,d in the following form
pˆi “
˜
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q
¸
Ti
n
´ pd´ 1qe
ǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q , (6)
where Ti “
řn
j“1 Y
pjq
i .
Remark III.1. When d is large, the denominator in (4) is exponentially large in k. In practice, k can be several
hundred to several thousand, and the conditional probability of each output can thus be very small. To circumvent
computational difficulties in (4), we suggest the following recursive scheme for implementing Qk,d. Given a raw
sample (input) i P X, we first produce the i-th coordinate of the privatized sample (output) Yi according to the
distribution:
Qk,dpYi “ 1|iq “
`
k´1
d´1
˘
eǫ`
k´1
d´1
˘
eǫ ` `k´1
d
˘ “ deǫ
deǫ ` k ´ d,
Qk,dpYi “ 0|iq “
k ´ d
deǫ ` k ´ d.
If Yi is 1, then we choose d ´ 1 distinct elements ti1, i2, . . . , id´1u uniformly from Xztiu, and set Yj “ 1 if
j P ti, i1, i2, . . . , id´1u and Yj “ 0 otherwise. If Yi is 0, then we choose d distinct elements ti1, i2, . . . , idu
uniformly from Xztiu, and set Yj “ 1 if j P ti1, i2, . . . , idu and Yj “ 0 otherwise. When we choose d distinct
elements uniformly from the set Xztiu, we choose them one by one: we first choose i1 uniformly from Xztiu,
then we choose i2 uniformly from Xzti, i1u, so on and so forth, until we choose d elements. It is easy to verify
that the procedure we described above produces exactly the same distribution as designed in (4). Moreover, the
smallest probability we need to deal with is at least 1{k in this procedure. So the scheme Qk,d can be efficiently
implemented in practice.
Let us calculate the risk under the ℓ22 loss and ℓ1 loss.
Proposition III.1. Suppose that the privatization scheme is Qk,d and the empirical estimator is given by (6). Let
m “ pQk,d. For all ǫ, n and k, we have that
E
Y n„mn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pq “
1
n
´ pdpk ´ 2q ` 1qe2ǫ
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q2 `
2pk ´ 2qeǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2 `
pk ´ 2qpk ´ dq ` 1
dpeǫ ´ 1q2 ´
kÿ
i“1
p2i
¯
. (7)
The expected ℓ1 loss in the limit of large n is given by
E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq “ 1
eǫ ´ 1
kÿ
i“1
c
2
πn
´
peǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qe
ǫ
k ´ d ` 1
¯´
peǫ ´ 1qp1´ piq ` k ´ 1
d
¯
`o
´ 1?
n
¯
. (8)
The proof is elementary but somewhat tedious. It is given in Appendix A.
Next we find the optimal value of d to minimize the ℓ22 risk and ℓ1 risk for the worst case distribution.
Proposition III.2. Let ǫ be a given privacy level. The optimal choice of d for both the ℓ22 risk and the ℓ1 risk is
given by either d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs or d “ tk{peǫ ` 1qu.
Proof: Let us begin with the ℓ22 case. Starting from (7), we need to minimize the terms that contain d :
pdpk ´ 2q ` 1qe2ǫ
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q2 `
pk ´ 2qpk ´ dq ` 1
dpeǫ ´ 1q2 “
1
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
pk ´ 2q
´ d
k ´ de
2ǫ ` k ´ d
d
¯
` e
2ǫ
k ´ d `
1
d
¯
.
Denote the expression in the outer parentheses on the right-hand side by gpdq. We have
g1pdq “ pk ´ 1q2
´ e2ǫ
pk ´ dq2 ´
1
d2
¯
.
5It is easy to see that g1pdq is an increasing function in the interval d P p0, kq. Thus the minimum of gpdq occurs
when g1pdq “ 0, namely, when d “ k{peǫ` 1q. Notice that 0 ă k{peǫ` 1q ď k{2. Since d is an integer between 1
and k, the minimum is attained at one of the nearest integers to k{peǫ ` 1q.
As for the ℓ1 loss, by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we can easily see that the right-hand side of
(8) reaches maximum for the uniform distribution pU “ p1{k, 1{k, . . . , 1{kq :
E
Y n„mn
U
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pU q “
1
eǫ ´ 1
c
2pk ´ 1q
πn
´
eǫ ´ 1` kpd´ 1qe
ǫ
k ´ d ` k
¯´
eǫ ` k ´ d
d
¯
` o
´ 1?
n
¯
, (9)
where mU “ pUQk,d. Let
fpdq “
´
eǫ ´ 1` kpd´ 1qe
ǫ
k ´ d ` k
¯´
eǫ ` k ´ d
d
¯
We find f 1pdq “ kpk ´ 1q` e2ǫpk´dq2 ´ 1d2 ˘. It is easy to see that f 1pdq is an increasing function in the interval
d P p0, kq. Thus the minimum of fpdq occurs when f 1pdq “ 0, namely, when d “ k{peǫ` 1q. Since d P t1, . . . , ku
is integer, this concludes the proof.
In order to avoid the case d “ 0, below we take d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs as a convenient and nearly optimal choice.
The next proposition gives upper bounds on the ℓ22 risk and ℓ1 risk for this value of d.
Proposition III.3. Let k ě maxp4, eǫ ` 1q. Suppose that the privatization scheme is Qk,d, d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs and
the corresponding empirical estimator is given by (6). Let m “ pQk,d. For all ǫ, n, k and p P ∆k, we have that
E
Y n„mn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pq ă
4keǫ
npeǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 2e
ǫ ` 3
4k
¯
, (10)
and for large n, we have that
E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq ă
c
8eǫ
πn
k
peǫ ´ 1q
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
4k
¯
, (11)
In the regime eǫ ! k we have
E
Y n„mn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pq “ Θ
´ keǫ
npeǫ ´ 1q2
¯
, E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq “ Θ
´ k
eǫ ´ 1
c
eǫ
n
¯
. (12)
In the regime 1 ! eǫ ! k we have
E
Y n„mn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pq “ Θ
´ k
neǫ
¯
, E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq “ Θ
´ k?
neǫ
¯
. (13)
Proof: We begin with proving the upper bound on ℓ22 risk. We know that k{peǫ ` 1q ď d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs ď
k{peǫ` 1q ` 1. In (7), there are only two terms containing d. The first one pdpk´2q`1qe2ǫpk´dqpeǫ´1q2 is an increasing function
of d for d P p0, kq, so replacing d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs with k{peǫ ` 1q ` 1 gives an upper bound on this term:
pdpk ´ 2q ` 1qe2ǫ
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q2 ď
pp k
eǫ`1 ` 1qpk ´ 2q ` 1qe2ǫ
p eǫk
eǫ`1 ´ 1qpeǫ ´ 1q2
“ pk ´ 2qe
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
k
¯´
1` 1p k
eǫ`1 ` 1qpk ´ 2q
¯´
1´ e
ǫ ` 1
eǫk
¯´1
ă pk ´ 2qe
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
k
¯´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
kpk ´ 2q
¯´
1´ 2
k
¯´1
paq
ď pk ´ 2qe
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 2pe
ǫ ` 1q
k
¯´
1` 4
k
¯
ă ke
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 2pe
ǫ ` 1q
k
¯´
1` 2
k
¯
pbq
ď ke
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 2pe
ǫ ` 4q
k
¯
, (14)
where paq follows from the assumption that k ě maxp4, eǫ ` 1q and the obvious inequality p1 ´ xq´1 ď 1 ` 2x
for all x P r0, 1{2s, and pbq follows from the assumption that k ě eǫ ` 1.
6The second term in (7) that we need to analyze is pk´2qpk´dq`1
dpeǫ´1q2 . It is a decreasing function of d for d P p0, kq,
so replacing d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs with k{peǫ ` 1q gives an upper bound on this term:
pk ´ 2qpk ´ dq ` 1
dpeǫ ´ 1q2 ď
pk ´ 2qeǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
kpk ´ 2qeǫ
¯
ď pk ´ 2qe
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 2
kpk ´ 2q
¯
ď pk ´ 2qe
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 1
k
¯
ď ke
ǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2
´
1´ 1
k
¯
. (15)
Substituting inequalities (14),(15) into (7) and discarding the negative term p´řki“1 p2i q, we obtain (10).
Next we prove the upper bound on ℓ1 risk. As we noted before, the right-hand side of (8) is maximum when
p “ pU where pU “ p1{k, 1{k, . . . , 1{kq is the uniform distribution. For this reason, we will bound from above the
right-hand side of (9). Again there are only two terms in (9) that contain d. The first one is kpd´1qeǫ
k´d and it is an
increasing function of d for d P p0, kq. Replacing d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs with k{peǫ ` 1q ` 1, we obtain the following
upper bound on this term:
kpd´ 1qeǫ
k ´ d ď k
´
1´ e
ǫ ` 1
keǫ
¯´1
ď k
´
1´ 2
k
¯´1
ď k
´
1` 4
k
¯
. (16)
The other term in (9) that involves d is k´d
d
and it is a decreasing function of d for d P p0, kq. Replacing
d “ rk{peǫ ` 1qs with k{peǫ ` 1q, we obtain the following upper bound on this term:
k ´ d
d
ď eǫ. (17)
Substituting (16) and(17) into (9), we obtain the following inequality:
E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq ď 1
eǫ ´ 1
c
2eǫ
´
eǫ ´ 1` kp1` 4
k
q ` k
¯c 2k
πn
´
1´ 1
k
¯1{2
“
c
8eǫ
πn
k
peǫ ´ 1q
´
1´ 1
k
¯1{2´
1` e
ǫ ` 3
2k
¯1{2
paq
ď
c
8eǫ
πn
k
peǫ ´ 1q
´
1´ 1
2k
¯´
1` e
ǫ ` 3
4k
¯
ă
c
8eǫ
πn
k
peǫ ´ 1q
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
4k
¯
,
where paq follows from the fact that p1 ` xq1{2 ď 1 ` x{2 for all x ě ´1. This proves (11), and the rest of the
proposition follows immediately.
A. Comparison of our scheme with k-RR and k-RAPPOR
In this section we compare our scheme to the two existing privatization schemes in the literature. The k-RR
scheme is the same as Qk,1 in this paper. The empirical estimator for k-RR scheme is given by (6) once we put
d “ 1. In the low-privacy regime, where eǫ ě k, our choice of d is d “ 1, so in this regime our scheme coincides
with the k-RR scheme.
To define the k-RAPPOR scheme [7], [8], let YRAP “ t0, 1uk. Given an input i P X, the output vector Y is
obtained by flipping each coordinate of ei independently with probability 1{p1` eǫ{2q, where ei is the i-th vector
in the standard basis of Rk. Formally, the k-RAPPOR scheme QRAP is defined as follows:
QRAPpy|iq “
´ eǫ{2yi
1` eǫ{2 `
1´ yi
1` eǫ{2
¯ź
j‰i
´eǫ{2p1 ´ yjq
1` eǫ{2 `
yj
1` eǫ{2
¯
for all y “ py1, y2, . . . , ykq P YRAP and all i P X. The empirical estimator for the k-RAPPOR scheme is
pˆi “
ˆ
eǫ{2 ` 1
eǫ{2 ´ 1
˙
Ti
n
´ 1
eǫ{2 ´ 1 , (18)
7where Ti “
řn
j“1 Y
pjq
i [7], [8]. The associated risk values for the worst-case distribution pU are given by
E
Y n„mn
U
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pU q “
´
1` k
2eǫ{2
pk ´ 1qpeǫ{2 ´ 1q2
¯k ´ 1
nk
,
E
Y n„mn
U
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pU q “
d
2
πn
peǫ{2 ` k ´ 1qpeǫ{2pk ´ 1q ` 1q
peǫ{2 ´ 1q2 ` o
´ 1?
n
¯
,
(19)
where mU “ pUQRAP [12, Prop. 4]. In the high-privacy regime, where ǫ is close to 0, the k-RAPPOR scheme and
its empirical estimator give order-optimal performance. More specifically, when ǫ is small and k is large, the ℓ22
risk is approximately 4k
nǫ2
, and the ℓ1 risk is approximately 2kǫ
b
2
πn
. At the same time, the authors of [13] show
that for ǫ close to 0 the minimax risk (3) behaves as
r
ℓ22
ǫ,k,n “ Θ
´ k
nǫ2
¯
and rℓ1ǫ,k,n “ Θ
´ k
ǫ
?
n
¯
.
As a result, that the k-RAPPOR scheme gives order-optimal performance in high privacy regime.
To compare our scheme with k-RAPPOR in the high privacy regime, let ǫ be small and k be large. According
to (10)-(11), the ℓ22 risk of our scheme is approximately 4knǫ2 , and the ℓ1 risk is approximately 2kǫ
b
2
πn
, which are
exactly the same as those of k-RAPPOR scheme. Thus in the high privacy regime the proposed scheme does not
improve over the known results.
At the same time, the comparison is in favor of our schemes in the medium-privacy regime when 1 ! eǫ ! k.
Proposition III.4. The risks of the k-RR and k-RAPPOR schemes in the medium privacy regime are given in the
following table.
ℓ22 risk ℓ1 risk
Qk,rk{peǫ`1qs Θp kneǫ q Θp k?neǫ q
k-RR Θp k2
ne2ǫ
q Θp k3{2?
neǫ
q
k-RAPPOR Θp k
neǫ{2
q Θp k?
neǫ{2
q
We can make the claims of this proposition more specific by computing numerical bounds on the improvement
of our scheme over the two existing schemes in the medium privacy regime. We show that if 3.8 ă ǫ ă logpk{9q,
then the expected loss of our scheme is at most 50% of the existing schemes under ℓ22 loss and at most 70% of the
existing schemes under ℓ1 loss.
To show this, let rℓRAPppq be the expected estimation loss of k-RAPPOR under its empirical estimator (18) and
let rℓRRppq be the same for k-RR, both measured by loss function ℓ. Let rℓOPTppq be the expected estimation loss
under Qk,rk{peǫ`1qs given in (4) and its empirical estimator given in (6) for distribution p. (We omit parameters
n, k, ǫ from the notation as they are clear from the context.) We further define
rℓRAP “ maxpP∆k r
ℓ
RAPppq, rℓRR “ maxpP∆k r
ℓ
RRppq, rℓOPT “ maxpP∆k r
ℓ
OPTppq.
Proposition III.5. If ǫ ą 3.8 and k ą 9eǫ, then
r
ℓ22
OPT ă
1
2
maxprℓ22RAP, rℓ
2
2
RRq,
and for large n,
rℓ1OPT ă 0.7maxprℓ1RAP, rℓ1RRq.
The proof is given in Appendix B.
Remark III.2. As discussed in [12], along with the empirical estimator for the k-RR and k-RAPPOR schemes,
there are other estimators, for instance, the normalized estimator and the projected estimator. These estimators
differ from the empirical estimator only when the latter gives some output which is not in ∆k. Since the empirical
estimator is unbiased, the probability of such events are exponentially small. As mentioned in the introduction, we
are interested in the regime where n is large, so the performance of different estimators only have exponentially
small difference and can be neglected. This justifies our choice of only comparing the performance under empirical
estimators.
8IV. LOWER BOUND
In this section, we give a tight lower bound on the minimax risk rℓǫ,k,n defined in (3). Our argument consists of
two steps. In the first step we establish that in order to obtain the optimal performance, we can restrict ourselves to
the privatization schemes with the so-called extremal configurations; cf. Theorem IV.5. In this part we are motivated
by a result in [10] which shows that a similar property holds for schemes optimal in terms of information theoretic
utilities, such as mutual information between the input and the output. In the second step we derive lower bounds
on the risk that will establish order-optimality of the proposed privatization scheme. The main result of this section
is given in the following theorem.
Theorem IV.1. If n ą maxpk2peǫ`1q2
16peǫ´1q2 ,
k2
2peǫ´1q q, then
r
ℓ22
ǫ,k,n ě
pk ´ 1qpeǫ ` 1q2
512npeǫ ´ 1q2 , r
ℓ1
ǫ,k,n ě
pk ´ 1qpeǫ ` 1q
64
?
npeǫ ´ 1q for e
ǫ ă 3,
r
ℓ22
ǫ,k,n ě
k ´ 1
64npeǫ ´ 1q , r
ℓ1
ǫ,k,n ě
k ´ 1
16
a
2npeǫ ´ 1q for e
ǫ ě 3
A. Reduction to extremal configurations
We begin with showing that we only need to consider privatization schemes with finite output alphabet. The
argument relies on the following technical lemma whose proof is given in Appendix C.
Lemma IV.2. Let P1, P2, . . . , Pk be probability measures defined on a measurable space pY, σpYqq. For any partition
of Yn into a finite number of disjoint sets tBiuNi“1 which are measurable with respect to the n-fold product σ-
algebra σpYqˆn :“ σpYq ˆ σpYq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σpYq and any α ą 0, there exists a partition of Y into a finite number of
disjoint measurable sets tAiuLi“1 Ď σpYq and a partition of Yn into disjoint sets tB1iuNi“1 such that:
1) The sets B1i, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N are measurable with respect to the n-fold finite product algebra σF pYqˆn, where
σF pYq is the finite algebra generated by the sets tAiuLi“1;
2) For any i “ 1, 2, . . . , N and any multi-index j “ pj1, j2, . . . , jnq P rksn,
|PjpBiq ´ PjpB1iq| ă α, (20)
where Pj :“ Pj1ˆPj2ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆPjn is the n-fold product measure on the product measurable space pYn, σpYqˆnq.
The next lemma establishes the fact that we do not need to look beyond finite output alphabets in our search for
optimal schemes.
Lemma IV.3. Let Dǫ,F be the set of ǫ-locally differentially private mechanisms with finite output alphabet. For
ℓ “ ℓ22 or ℓ1,
rℓǫ,k,n “ infQPDǫ,F r
ℓ
k,npQq, (21)
Proof: Define a clipping function g : RÑ r0, 1s as follows:
gpxq “
$’&
’%
0 x ă 0,
x 0 ď x ă 1,
1 x ě 1,
and define its extension gk : Rk Ñ r0, 1sk as gkppv1, v2, . . . , vkqq “ pgpv1q, gpv2q, . . . , gpvkqq for all pv1, . . . , vkq P
R
k. It is clear that ℓppˆpY nq, pq ě ℓpgkppˆpY nqq, pq for both ℓ “ ℓ1 and ℓ “ ℓ22. This implies that the optimal
estimator should take values in r0, 1sk instead of Rk. Thus, in the proof below we only need to consider estimators
taking values in r0, 1sk.
It suffices to show that for any α ą 0, any Q P Dǫ with some output alphabet Y, and any estimator pˆ :
Yn Ñ r0, 1sk, we can find a private mechanism QF P Dǫ,F with some finite output alphabet YF , and an estimator
pˆF : YnF Ñ r0, 1sk, such that
E
Y n
F
„mn
F
ℓppˆF pY nF q, pq ď E
Y n„mn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq ` α for all p P ∆k, (22)
where mF “ pQF , and m “ pQ.
Given an integer t, we partition the interval r0, 1s into t disjoint sets tCiuti“1, where
Ci “ rpi´ 1q{t, i{tq for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , t´ 1, and Ct “ rpt´ 1q{t, 1s.
9We partition r0, 1sk into tk disjoint sets tCu1 ˆCu2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆCuk : 1 ď u1, u2, . . . , uk ď tu. Define the multi-index
u “ pu1, u2, . . . , ukq P rtsk and the set Bu :“ pˆ´1pCu1 ˆCu2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cukq. Clearly, the collection tBu, u P rtsku
forms a partition of Yn. As a result,
E
Y n„mn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq “
ÿ
xnPXn
ˆ
pnpxnq
ż
ynPYn
ℓppˆpynq, pqdQnpyn|xnq
˙
“
ÿ
xnPXn
´
pnpxnq
ÿ
uPrtsk
ż
ynPBu
ℓppˆpynq, pqdQnpyn|xnq
¯
,
where the integrals are computed with respect to the product measure Qnp¨|xnq. Consequently, for both ℓ “ ℓ1 and
ℓ22 we have ˇˇˇ
E
Y n„mn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq´
ÿ
xnPXn
´
pnpxnq
ÿ
uPrtsk
ℓpu{t, pqQnpBu|xnq
¯ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
xnPXn
´
pnpxnq
ÿ
uPrtsk
ż
ynPBu
ˇˇˇ
ℓppˆpynq, pq ´ ℓpu{t, pq
ˇˇˇ
dQnpyn|xnq
¯
ď max
uPrtsk
´
sup
ynPBu
ˇˇˇ
ℓppˆpynq, pq ´ ℓpu{t, pq
ˇˇˇ¯ paq
ď 2k
t
(23)
Note that apart from inequality paq, all the other inequalities above do not depend on the choice of ℓ. The inequality
paq depends on the choice of ℓ “ ℓ1, ℓ22, and is obtained by simple calculation.
Notice that Qp¨|1q,Qp¨|2q, . . . ,Qp¨|kq are k probability measures on the same measurable space pY, σpYqq, and
Qnp¨|xnq “ Qp¨|xp1qqˆQp¨|xp2qqˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆQp¨|xpnqq is the n-fold product measure on the n-fold product measurable
space pYn, σpYq ˆ σpYq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆσpYqq. According to Lemma IV.2, for any α1 ą 0, we can find a partition of Y into
a finite number of disjoint sets tAiuLi“1 together with a partition of Yn into disjoint sets tB1uuuPrtsk such that
1) Ai P σpYq for every i “ 1, 2, . . . , L.
2) B1u are measurable with respect to the n-fold product σ-algebra σF pYq ˆ σF pYq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σF pYq for every
u P rtsk, where σF pYq is the finite σ-algebra generated by tAiuLi“1.
3) For every u P rtsk and every xn P Xn,
|QnpBu|xnq ´ QnpB1u|xnq| ă α1. (24)
By definition, σF pYq ˆ σF pYq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σF pYq is generated by the following finite partition of Yn :
tAν1 ˆAν2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAνn : 1 ď ν1, ν2, . . . , νn ď Lu.
For every ν “ pν1, ν2, . . . , νnq P rLsn, there is a unique u P rtsk such that Aν1 ˆAν2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆAνn Ď B1u. Define a
function f : rLsn Ñ rtsk as follows: fpνq, ν P rLsn is the unique vector in rtsk such that Aν1 ˆAν2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆAνn Ď
B1
fpνq.
Further, define QF : XÑ YF “ t1, 2, . . . , Lu and pˆF : YnF Ñ r0, 1sk as follows:
QF pi|xq “ QpAi|xq for all i P YF and x P X,
pˆF pνq “
1
t
fpνq for all ν P YnF .
It is clear that QF P Dǫ,F . Also note that QnF pν|xnq “ QnpAν1 ˆ Aν2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Aνn |xnq for all ν P rLsn and
xn P Xn. Therefore,
QnF pf´1puq|xnq “ QnpB1u|xnq for all u P rtsk and xn P Xn.
Thus we have
E
Y n
F
„mn
F
ℓppˆF pY nF q, pq “
ÿ
xnPXn
¨
˝pnpxnq ÿ
νPrLsn
ℓppˆF pνq, pqQnF pν|xnq
˛
‚
“
ÿ
xnPXn
¨
˝pnpxnq ÿ
uPrtsk
ℓpu{t, pqQnF pf´1puq|xnq
˛
‚
10
“
ÿ
xnPXn
¨
˝pnpxnq ÿ
uPrtsk
ℓpu{t, pqQnpB1u|xnq
˛
‚.
For both ℓ “ ℓ1 and ℓ22, we have that ℓpv, v1q ď k for all v, v1 P r0, 1sk. Thus for ℓ “ ℓ1 or ℓ22, we have the
following inequalityˇˇˇ
E
Y n
F
„mn
F
ℓppˆF pY nF q, pq ´
ÿ
xnPXn
´
pnpxnq
ÿ
uPrtsk
ℓpu{t, pqQnpBu|xnq
¯ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
xnPXn
´
pnpxnq
ÿ
uPrtsk
ℓpu{t, pq
ˇˇˇ
QnpBu|xnq ´ QnpB1u|xnq
ˇˇˇ¯
paq
ď
ÿ
xnPXn
´
pnpxnq
ÿ
uPrtsk
ℓpu{t, pqα1
¯
ďtkkα1
ÿ
xnPXn
pnpxnq “ tkkα1,
(25)
where paq follows from (24). Using inequalities (23) and (25) together with the triangle inequality, we deduce thatˇˇˇ
E
Y n
F
„mn
F
ℓppˆF pY nF q, pq ´ E
Y n„mn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq
ˇˇˇ
ď 2k
t
` tkkα1.
By setting t ą p4kq{α and α1 ă α{p2tkkq, we obtain the desired result (22) and thus complete the proof of the
lemma.
We continue to implement the plan laid out in the beginning of the section. The next step is to show that we
can further restrict ourselves to the following set of private schemes with extremal configurations:
Dǫ,E “
"
Q P Dǫ,F : Qpy|xq
minx1PX Qpy|x1q P t1, e
ǫu for all x P X and all y P Y
*
.
Before we show that we only need to consider Q P Dǫ,E, we establish the following easy claim.
Lemma IV.4. Let A :“ r1, eǫsk and B :“ t1, eǫuk. Every vector in A can be written as a convex combination of
vectors in B.
Proof: Basically this lemma says that every point in the cube is a convex combination of its 2k vertices,
which is of course obvious. To prove this formally, define a function f : A Ñ t0, 1, 2, . . . , ku as fpvq “ |ti P
t1, 2, . . . , ku : vi ‰ 1 or eǫu| for all vectors v “ pv1, v2, . . . , vkq P A. We prove the claim by induction on fpvq.
Clearly, if fpvq “ 0, then v P B. This establishes the induction basis. Now suppose that the claim holds true for
every vector v1 such that fpv1q “ i ´ 1 and let v be such that fpvq “ i. Without loss of generality, suppose that
v1 ‰ 1 or eǫ. Then we can write
v “ e
ǫ ´ v1
eǫ ´ 1 v
1 ` v1 ´ 1
eǫ ´ 1 v
2, (26)
where v1 “ p1, v2, v3, . . . , vkq and v2 “ peǫ, v2, v3, . . . , vkq. Since fpv1q “ fpv2q “ i´ 1, by induction hypothesis,
we can write both v1 and v2 as convex combinations of vectors in B. Substituting these expressions for v1 and v2
into (26), we can write v as a convex combination of vectors in B. This proves the induction step.
Theorem IV.5. For ℓ “ ℓ22 and ℓ1,
rℓǫ,k,n “ infQPDǫ,E r
ℓ
k,npQq. (27)
Proof: We already know from (21) that finite Y suffices. To prove the lemma we only need to show that for
any Q P Dǫ,F with some finite output alphabet Y, and any estimator pˆ : Yn Ñ Rk, we can find a private mechanism
QE P Dǫ,E with some finite output alphabet YE , and an estimator pˆE : YnE Ñ Rk, such that
E
Y n
E
„mn
E
ℓppˆEpY nE q, pq “ E
Y n„mn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq for all p P ∆k, (28)
where mE “ pQE and m “ pQ.
Without loss of generality, suppose that Y “ t0, 1, . . . , L ´ 1u for some integer L. For j P Y, let Qj “
minxPX Qpj|xq. Since Q is ǫ-locally differentially private, the vector
1
Qj
pQpj|1q,Qpj|2q, . . . ,Qpj|kqq P A
11
(recall that A “ r1, eǫs, Lemma IV.4). According to Lemma IV.4, we can write this vector as
1
Qj
pQpj|1q,Qpj|2q, . . . ,Qpj|kqq “
2k´1ÿ
i“0
wj,ibi,
where twj,iu2
k´1
i“0 are nonnegative coefficients that add to one, and b0, b1, . . . , b2k´1 are the 2k vectors in the cube
B (labeled in arbitrary order).
Now define QE : XÑ YE “ t0, 1, . . . , 2kL´ 1u as follows:
pQEp2kj ` i|1q,QEp2kj ` i|2q, . . . ,QEp2kj ` i|kqq “ Qjwj,ibi for all j P Y and i “ 0, 1, . . . , 2k ´ 1.
Clearly QE is a valid conditional distribution. We define a function f : YE Ñ Y as fpyEq “ tyE{2ku for all yE P YE .
It is easy to check that fpYEq has distribution pQ. In other words, we can use the output of QE to reproduce the
output of Q with exactly the same distribution. Given an estimator pˆ : Yn Ñ Rk, we define pˆE : YnE Ñ Rk as
pˆEpynEq “ pˆppfpyp1qE q, fpyp2qE q, . . . , fpypnqE qqq for all ynE “ pyp1qE , yp2qE , . . . , ypnqE q P YnE . The pair pQE , pˆEq satisfies(28). This completes the proof.
B. Derivation of the lower bound: Proof of Theorem IV.1
In the previous subsection we have prepared ground for the proof of the lower bounds on rℓǫ,k,n stated in Theorem
IV.1. In the classical (non-private) minimax estimation problem, one standard approach to the proof of lower bounds
on the minimax risk of estimation is Assouad’s method [15] (see also [16]). Duchi et al. [13] developed Assouad’s
method in the private setting. In our proof we refine the technique in [13] to obtain a tight lower bound in the
regime eǫ ! k. The first steps in the proof are inspired by the approach in [13].
Let δ P r0, 1s. We begin with the case of even k (the proof for k odd requires only a minor modification). Let
V “ t´1, 1uk{2, and for ν “ pν1, . . . , νk{2q P V let pν be the distribution
pν :“ pU `
δ
k
„
ν
´ν

P ∆k.
For any privatization mechanism Q : XÑ Y and any estimator pˆ : Yn Ñ Rk,
sup
pP∆k
E
Y n„ppQqn
ℓppˆpY nq, pq ě sup
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
ℓppˆpY nq, pνq ě
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
ℓppˆpY nq, pνq.
Consequently,
rℓk,npQq ě infpˆ
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
ℓppˆpY nq, pνq. (29)
According to (27), we only need to prove that the lower bounds on the risk hold for all Q P Dǫ,E.
1) Loss function ℓ22: We begin with the case of the loss function ℓ “ ℓ22. Below we use the notation pˆpynq :“
ppˆ1pynq, pˆ2pynq, . . . , pˆkpynqq. For every estimator pˆ and every yn P Yn, we have
ℓ22ppˆpynq, pνq ě
k{2ÿ
j“1
´
pˆjpynq ´
´1
k
` δνj
k
¯¯2
ě δ
2
k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
1
!
sign
´
pˆjpynq ´ 1
k
¯
‰ νj
)
, (30)
where signpxq “ 1 for all x ě 0, and signpxq “ ´1 for all x ă 0. For j “ 1, 2, . . . , k{2, define the functions
gj : Y
n Ñ t´1, 1u as gjpynq “ signppˆjpynq ´ 1k q for all yn P Yn. (Note that the function gj depends on the
estimator pˆ. We will omit this dependence from the notation for simplicity.) For j “ 1, 2 . . . , k{2, define the
mixture distributions2
mM`j “
2
|V|
ÿ
ν:νj“1
ppνQqn, mM´j “
2
|V|
ÿ
ν:νj“´1
ppνQqn. (31)
2In [13], the authors treat mM
`j and mM´j as product distributions, which is obviously not the case. This mistake enables them to claim better
constants in their lower bound than in ours.
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Then for every estimator pˆ,
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pνq ě
δ2
k2
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
k{2ÿ
j“1
1tgjpY nq ‰ νju
“ δ
2
k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
1tgjpY nq ‰ νju
“ δ
2
k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
´ 1
|V|
ÿ
ν:νj“1
E
Y n„ppνQqn
1tgjpY nq “ ´1u ` 1|V|
ÿ
ν:νj“´1
E
Y n„ppνQqn
1tgjpY nq “ 1u
¯
“ δ
2
k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
1
2
´
E
Y n„mM`j
1tgjpY nq “ ´1u ` E
Y n„mM´j
1tgjpY nq “ 1u
¯
ě δ
2
k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
1
2
inf
ψ
´
E
Y n„mM`j
1tψpY nq “ ´1u ` E
Y n„mM´j
1tψpY nq “ 1u
¯
“ δ
2
2k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
inf
ψ
`
mM`jpψpY nq “ ´1q `mM´jpψpY nq “ 1q
˘
,
(32)
where the infimum above is taken over all the functions mapping from Yn to t1,´1u. Define the set Aψ “ tyn P
Yn : ψpynq “ ´1u. Then Acψ “ tyn P Yn : ψpynq “ 1u. We have
inf
ψ
`
mM`jpψpY nq “ ´1q `mM´jpψpY nq “ 1q
˘
“ inf
ψ
`
mM`jpAψq `mM´jpAcψq
˘ “ inf
ψ
`
1´ `mM´jpAψq ´mM`jpAψq˘˘
“ inf
AĎYn
`
1´ `mM´jpAq ´mM`jpAq˘˘ “ 1´ sup
AĎYn
`
mM´jpAq ´mM`jpAq
˘
“1´ }mM´j ´mM`j}TV.
(33)
Let tejuk{2j“1 be a standard basis of Rk{2. By definition (31), we have
}mM´j ´mM`j}TV ď
2
|V|
ÿ
ν:νj“´1
}ppνQqn ´ ppν`2ejQqn}TV
ď sup
ν:νj“´1
}ppνQqn ´ ppν`2ejQqn}TV (34)
Combining (32)-(34), we obtain
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pνq ě
δ2
2k2
k{2ÿ
j“1
´
1´ sup
ν:νj“´1
}ppνQqn ´ ppν`2ejQqn}TV
¯
. (35)
We also have the following inequality,
k{2ÿ
j“1
sup
ν:νj“´1
}ppνQqn ´ ppν`2ejQqn}TV
paq
ď
gffek
2
´ k{2ÿ
j“1
sup
ν:νj“´1
}ppνQqn ´ ppν`2ejQqn}2TV
¯
pbq
ď
gffek
4
´ k{2ÿ
j“1
sup
ν:νj“´1
Dkl
`ppνQqn||ppν`2ejQqn˘¯
ď
gffekn
4
´ k{2ÿ
j“1
sup
ν:νj“´1
Dkl
`
pνQ||pν`2ejQ
˘¯
, (36)
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where paq follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and pbq follows from Pinsker’s inequality. Substituting (36)
into (35), we deduce that for every estimator pˆ,
1
|V|
ÿ
νPV
E
Y n„ppνQqn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pνq ě
δ2
4k
˜
1´
gffen
k
´ k{2ÿ
j“1
sup
ν:νj“´1
Dkl
´
pνQ||pν`2ejQ
¯¯¸
.
Going back to (29), we now obtain the bound
r
ℓ22
k,npQq ě
δ2
4k
ˆ
1´
gffen
k
´ k{2ÿ
j“1
sup
ν:νj“´1
Dkl
´
pνQ||pν`2ejQ
¯¯˙
. (37)
Let pνpiq, i “ 1, 2, . . . , k be the i-th coordinate of pν . For Q P Dǫ,E,
k{2ÿ
j“1
max
ν:νj“´1
Dkl
`
pνQ||pν`2ejQ
˘
“
k{2ÿ
j“1
max
ν:νj“´1
ÿ
yPY
´´ kÿ
i“1
pνpiqQpy|iq
¯
log
řk
i“1 pνpiqQpy|iqřk
i“1 pν`2ej piqQpy|iq
¯
paq
ď
k{2ÿ
j“1
max
ν:νj“´1
ÿ
yPY
´´ kÿ
i“1
pνpiqQpy|iq
¯řk
i“1 pνpiqQpy|iq ´
řk
i“1 pν`2ej piqQpy|iqřk
i“1 pν`2ej piqQpy|iq
¯
pbq“
k{2ÿ
j“1
max
ν:νj“´1
ÿ
yPY
´řk
i“1 pνpiqQpy|iq ´
řk
i“1 pν`2ej piqQpy|iq
¯2
řk
i“1 pν`2ej piqQpy|iq
“
k{2ÿ
j“1
max
ν:νj“´1
ÿ
yPY
´
2δ
k
Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ 2δ
k
Qpy|jq
¯2
řk
i“1 pν`2ej piqQpy|iq
pcq
ď
k{2ÿ
j“1
ÿ
yPY
´
2δ
k
Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ 2δ
k
Qpy|jq
¯2
1
k
p1´ δqřki“1 Qpy|iq
“ 4δ
2
kp1´ δq
k{2ÿ
j“1
ÿ
yPY
´
p
kÿ
i“1
Qpy|iqq
´Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ Qpy|jqřk
i“1 Qpy|iq
¯2¯
“ 4δ
2
kp1´ δq
ÿ
yPY
´
p
kÿ
i“1
Qpy|iqq
k{2ÿ
j“1
´Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ Qpy|jqřk
i“1 Qpy|iq
¯2¯
ď 4δ
2
kp1´ δq
´ ÿ
yPY
kÿ
i“1
Qpy|iq
¯
max
yPY
k{2ÿ
j“1
´Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ Qpy|jqřk
i“1 Qpy|iq
¯2
“ 4δ
2
1´ δ maxyPY
k{2ÿ
j“1
´Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ Qpy|jqřk
i“1 Qpy|iq
¯2
pdq
ď
$’’&
’’%
4δ2
1´ δ
2peǫ ´ 1q2
kpeǫ ` 1q2 if e
ǫ ă 3
4δ2
1´ δ
eǫ ´ 1
4k
if eǫ ě 3
, (38)
where paq follows from the fact that logpxq ď x´ 1 for all x ą 0; pbq follows from the normalization
ÿ
yPY
kÿ
i“1
pνpiqQpy|iq “
ÿ
yPY
kÿ
i“1
pν`2ej piqQpy|iq “ 1;
pcq follows from the fact that pνpiq ě p1´ δq{k for all ν P V and all i “ 1, 2, . . . , k, and finally, pdq follows from
Lemma IV.6 below.
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Substituting (38) into (37), we obtain that for every Q P Dǫ,E ,
r
ℓ22
k,npQq ě
δ2
4k
´
1´
d
δ2
1´ δ
8npeǫ ´ 1q2
k2peǫ ` 1q2
¯
for eǫ ă 3,
r
ℓ22
k,npQq ě
δ2
4k
´
1´
c
δ2
1´ δ
npeǫ ´ 1q
k2
¯
for eǫ ě 3
(39)
For eǫ ă 3, let δ2 “ k2peǫ`1q2
64npeǫ´1q2 , we have
r
ℓ22
k,npQq
paq
ě kpe
ǫ ` 1q2
512npeǫ ´ 1q2
pcq
ě pk ´ 1qpe
ǫ ` 1q2
512npeǫ ´ 1q2 .
For eǫ ě 3, let δ2 “ k2
8npeǫ´1q , we have
r
ℓ22
k,npQq
pbq
ě k
64npeǫ ´ 1q
pdq
ě k ´ 1
64npeǫ ´ 1q ,
where paq and pbq follows from the condition n ą maxpk2peǫ`1q2
16peǫ´1q2 ,
k2
2peǫ´1q q. This condition guarantees that 1 ´b
1
8p1´δq ě 12 . The inequalities pcq and pdq are for the purpose of giving unified lower bounds for both even and
odd k. This completes the proof for ℓ “ ℓ22.
2) Loss function ℓ1: The proof for ℓ “ ℓ1 is very similar to the proof above. The only difference is that in
equation (30) we have δ{k instead of δ2{k2 as the constant on the right-hand side:
ℓ1ppˆpynq, pνq ě
k{2ÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ
ˇpˆjpynq ´ p1k ` δνjk q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ě δk
k{2ÿ
j“1
1tsignppˆjpynq ´ 1
k
q ‰ νju.
Parallelling (39), we can show that for every Q P Dǫ,E,
rℓ1k,npQq ě
δ
4
´
1´
d
δ2
1´ δ
8npeǫ ´ 1q2
k2peǫ ` 1q2
¯
for eǫ ă 3,
rℓ1k,npQq ě
δ
4
´
1´
c
δ2
1´ δ
npeǫ ´ 1q
k2
¯
for eǫ ě 3
For eǫ ă 3, taking δ2 “ k2peǫ`1q2
64npeǫ´1q2 , we have
rℓ1k,npQq ě
kpeǫ ` 1q
64
?
npeǫ ´ 1q
paq
ě pk ´ 1qpe
ǫ ` 1q
64
?
npeǫ ´ 1q .
For eǫ ě 3, taking δ2 “ k2
8npeǫ´1q , we have
rℓ1k,npQq ě
k
16
a
2npeǫ ´ 1q
pbq
ě k ´ 1
16
a
2npeǫ ´ 1q .
Similarly, the inequalities paq and pbq above are for the purpose of giving unified lower bounds for both even and
odd k. This completes the proof for ℓ “ ℓ1.
For odd k, the only change we need to make in this proof is to set V “ t´1, 1upk´1q{2, and for ν P V let pν be
the distribution
pν :“
1
k ´ 1
„
1k´1
0

` δ
k ´ 1
»
– ν´ν
0
fi
fl P ∆k,
where 1k´1 is the all 1 vector with length k´ 1. The rest of the proof is exactly the same as the proof for even k.
Lemma IV.6. If k is even, and Q P Dǫ,E , then for all y P Y
k{2ÿ
j“1
´Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ Qpy|jqřk
i“1 Qpy|iq
¯2
ď
$’&
’%
2peǫ ´ 1q2
kpeǫ ` 1q2 if e
ǫ ă 3
eǫ ´ 1
4k
if eǫ ě 3.
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Proof: Let Q˜py|iq “ Qpy|iq{pminxPX Qpy|xqq. Since Q P Dǫ,E, we have Q˜py|iq “ 1 or eǫ for all y P Y and
i P X. It is also clear that
k{2ÿ
j“1
´Qpy|j ` k{2q ´ Qpy|jqřk
i“1 Qpy|iq
¯2
“
k{2ÿ
j“1
´ Q˜py|j ` k{2q ´ Q˜py|jqřk
i“1 Q˜py|iq
¯2
.
We would like to find a vector pQ˜py|1q, Q˜py|2q, . . . , Q˜py|kqq P t1, eǫuk that maximizes the right-hand side of the last
equation. First observe that if Q˜py|j ` k{2q “ Q˜py|jq “ eǫ for some j P t1, 2, . . . , k{2u, then resetting Q˜py|jq “ 1
increases the numerator and decreases the denominator, and thus increases the value of the expression above. As
a result, in order to maximize the expression above, at least one of the two numbers Q˜py|j ` k{2q and Q˜py|jq
must be 1 for all j “ 1, 2, . . . , k{2. Under this condition, we have t :“ |ti P t1, 2, . . . , ku : Q˜py|iq “ eǫu| ď k{2.
Moreover,
k{2ÿ
j“1
´ Q˜py|j ` k{2q ´ Q˜py|jqřk
i“1 Q˜py|iq
¯2
“ tpe
ǫ ´ 1q2
ptpeǫ ´ 1q ` kq2 .
We want to choose t P t0, 1, . . . , k{2u to maximize the expression above. It is clear that t “ 0 does not maximize
this expression, thus we can restrict ourselves to t P t1, 2, . . . , k{2u. We have
tpeǫ ´ 1q2
ptpeǫ ´ 1q ` kq2 “
1
p?t` k?
tpeǫ´1q q2
. (40)
The right-hand side of (40) can be easily seen to satisfy the inequalities in the statement of the lemma.
C. Asymptotic behavior of the ℓ22 and ℓ1 risk
In this part we derive the asymptotic behavior of the ℓ22 and ℓ1 risk.
Theorem IV.7. Let eǫ ! k, then for n large enough,
r
ℓ22
ǫ,k,n “ Θ
´ keǫ
npeǫ ´ 1q2
¯
, rℓ1ǫ,k,n “ Θ
´ k?eǫ
peǫ ´ 1q?n
¯
.
Proof: According to Theorem IV.1, for eǫ ă 3,
r
ℓ22
ǫ,k,n ě
pk ´ 1qpeǫ ` 1q2
512npeǫ ´ 1q2 ě
keǫ
512npeǫ ´ 1q2
´
1´ 1
k
¯
“ Θ
´ keǫ
npeǫ ´ 1q2
¯
,
rℓ1ǫ,k,n ě
pk ´ 1qpeǫ ` 1q
64
?
npeǫ ´ 1q ě
k
?
eǫ
64
?
npeǫ ´ 1q
´
1´ 1
k
¯
“ Θ
´ k?eǫ
peǫ ´ 1q?n
¯
.
For eǫ ě 3,
r
ℓ22
ǫ,k,n ě
k ´ 1
64npeǫ ´ 1q ě
keǫ
96npeǫ ´ 1q2
´
1´ 1
k
¯
“ Θ
´ keǫ
npeǫ ´ 1q2
¯
,
rℓ1ǫ,k,n ě
k ´ 1
16
a
2npeǫ ´ 1q ě
k
16
d
1
2npeǫ ´ 1q
d
2eǫ
3peǫ ´ 1q
´
1´ 1
k
¯
“ Θ
´ k?eǫ
peǫ ´ 1q?n
¯
.
Combined with (12), this completes the proof.
Remark IV.1. When ǫ is close to 0, Theorem IV.7 implies that rℓ
2
2
ǫ,k,n “ Θp knǫ2 q, rℓ1ǫ,k,n “ Θp kǫ?n q, which coincides
with the bounds given in [13] in this regime, as expected.
Remark IV.2. In (40), the left-hand side takes the maximum value for t “ k{peǫ ´ 1q. Note that the parameter t
here plays the same role as the parameter d in Section III. This gives some intuition why d « k{eǫ is optimal.
Remark IV.3. The main technical improvement over [13] in the proof of the lower bound in this section is
the bound in Lemma IV.6. In [13], the authors bound the numerator and denominator separately. They bound the
denominator in the following straightforward way:
řk
i“1 Qpy|iq ě kpminxPX Qpy|xqq. Their method leads to a tight
bound only when eǫ is very close to 1, because only in this case their bound on the denominator is tight. Our
method in Lemma IV.6, on the other hand, treats the numerator and denominator as a whole, and leads to a tight
lower bound for the much larger region eǫ ! k.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION III.1
First let us check that the estimator pˆ in (6) is unbiased. We have E
Y n„mn
Ti
n
“ mpYi “ 1q “ qi (see (5)), and so
E
Y n„mn
pˆi “
´pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q
¯
E
Y n„mn
Ti
n
´ pd´ 1qe
ǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q “ pi.
To shorten the formulas, let K :“ pk´1qeǫ`pk´1qpk´dq{dpk´dqpeǫ´1q . We have
E
Y n„mn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pq “
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ppˆi ´ piq2 “
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˆ
K
Ti
n
´ pd´ 1qe
ǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q ´ pi
˙2
“
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˆ
K
Ti
n
´K E
Y n„mn
ˆ
Ti
n
˙˙2
“ K2
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˆ
Ti
n
´ E
Y n„mn
ˆ
Ti
n
˙˙2
“ K
2
n
kÿ
i“1
VarpYiq“K
2
n
kÿ
i“1
qip1´ qiq.
Now substitute qi from (5):
E
Y n„mn
ℓ22ppˆpY nq, pq “
K2
n
ˆ kÿ
i“1
˜
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
¸
´
kÿ
i“1
˜
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
¸2˙
paq“ K
2
n
˜
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q ` k`pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d˘
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
´pk ´ dq
2peǫ ´ 1q2řki“1 p2i ` kppd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ dq2 ` 2pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q`pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d˘`pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
˘2
¸
“ 1
n
¨
˝
´
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q ` k`pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d˘¯´pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
¯
pk ´ dq2peǫ ´ 1q2
´kppd´ 1qe
ǫ ` k ´ dq2 ` 2pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q`pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d˘
pk ´ dq2peǫ ´ 1q2 ´
kÿ
i“1
p2i
¸
“ 1
n
˜
dpk ´ 1q2e2ǫ ` 2pk ´ dqpk ´ 1q2eǫ ` pk´1q2pk´dq2
d
pk ´ dq2peǫ ´ 1q2
´pd´ 1qpkd` k ´ 2dqe
2ǫ ` 2pk ´ dqpkd´ 2d` 1qeǫ ` pk ´ 2qpk ´ dq2
pk ´ dq2peǫ ´ 1q2 ´
kÿ
i“1
p2i
¸
“ 1
n
˜
pdpk ´ 2q ` 1qe2ǫ
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q2 `
2pk ´ 2qeǫ
peǫ ´ 1q2 `
pk ´ 2qpk ´ dq ` 1
dpeǫ ´ 1q2 ´
kÿ
i“1
p2i
¸
,
where for paq we use řki“1 pi “ 1. This proves (7).
Similarly, for ℓ1 risk,
E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq “
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
|pˆi ´ pi|
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“
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˇˇˇ
ˇKTin ´ pd´ 1qe
ǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1q ´ pi
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˇˇˇ
ˇKTin ´K EY n„mn
ˆ
Ti
n
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ K
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˇˇˇ
ˇTin ´ EY n„mn
ˆ
Ti
n
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ 1?
n
K
kÿ
i“1
E
Y n„mn
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇTi ´ EY n„mnTi?
n
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ .
By the central limit theorem we now claim that for nÑ8 the RV Ti´ETi?
n
converges in distribution to a Gaussian
RV Z „ Np0, qip1´ qiqq As a result,
lim
nÑ8
E
Y n„mn
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇTi ´ EY n„mnTi?
n
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ E|Z| “
c
2
π
qip1´ qiq.
Therefore, for large n we continue as follows
E
Y n„mn
ℓ1ppˆpY nq, pq “ K?
n
kÿ
i“1
c
2
π
qip1´ qiq ` o
´ 1?
n
¯
“K
kÿ
i“1
gfffe 2
πn
¨
˝pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
´
˜
pk ´ dqpeǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qeǫ ` k ´ d
pk ´ 1qeǫ ` pk´1qpk´dq
d
¸2˛‚` o´ 1?
n
¯
“ 1
eǫ ´ 1
kÿ
i“1
c
2
πn
´
peǫ ´ 1qpi ` pd´ 1qe
ǫ
k ´ d ` 1
¯´
peǫ ´ 1qp1´ piq ` k ´ 1
d
¯
` o
´ 1?
n
¯
.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION III.5
From (10) we have
r
ℓ22
OPT ă
4keǫ
npeǫ ´ 1q2
´
1` 2e
ǫ ` 3
4k
¯
.
According to (19),
r
ℓ22
RAP ě rℓ
2
2
RAPppU q ą
keǫ{2
npeǫ{2 ´ 1q2 .
r
ℓ22
RRppq is given in (7) upon plugging in d “ 1. So we have
r
ℓ22
RR ě rℓ
2
2
RRppU q ą
k2
npeǫ ´ 1q2
´
1´ 1
k
¯
.
Using the conditions on ǫ and k in the statement we can easily calculate that
r
ℓ22
OPT{rℓ
2
2
RAP ă
4eǫ{2
peǫ{2 ` 1q2
´
1` 2e
ǫ ` 3
4k
¯
ă 1{2,
r
ℓ22
OPT{rℓ
2
2
RR ă
4eǫ
k
´
1` 2e
ǫ ` 3
4k
¯´
1´ 1
k
¯´1
ă 1{2.
For large n, according to (11),
rℓ1OPT ă
c
8
π
k
?
eǫ
peǫ ´ 1q?n
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
4k
¯
.
According to (19),
rℓ1RAP ě maxpP∆k r
ℓ1
RAPppU q ą
c
2
π
k
?
eǫ{2
peǫ{2 ´ 1q?n
´
1´ 1
k
¯1{2
.
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The quantity rℓ1RRppq is given by (8) once we take d “ 1 in it. We obtain
rℓ1RR ě rℓ1RRppU q ą
c
2
π
k
?
k
peǫ ´ 1q?n
´
1´ 1
k
¯1{2
.
Therefore,
rℓ1OPT{rℓ1RAP ă
2eǫ{4
eǫ{2 ` 1
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
4k
¯´
1´ 1
k
¯´1{2
ă 0.7,
rℓ1OPT{rℓ1RR ă 2
c
eǫ
k
´
1` e
ǫ ` 1
4k
¯´
1´ 1
k
¯´1{2
ă 0.7.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA IV.2
Consider the set of measurable rectangles
R “ tC1 ˆ C2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn : Ci P σpYq, i “ 1, 2, . . . , nu.
The n-fold product σ-algebra σpYqˆn is the algebra generated by the set R of measurable rectangles. With a mild
abuse of notation we will write σpRq instead of σpYqˆn. The product measure is the Carathe´odory extension of
the premeasure on R [17, Ch. 20]. More specifically, for any multi-index j “ pj1, j2, . . . , jnq P t1, 2, . . . , kun, the
premeasure λj : RÑ r0, 1s is defined by
λjpC1 ˆ C2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cnq “
nź
i“1
PjipCiq for C1 ˆ C2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn P R,
and Pj is the extension of λj : RÑ r0, 1s on the σ-algebra σpRq.
(a) Definition of the sets B1i. Since Bi P σpRq, i “ 1, 2, . . . , N and since the product measure is σ-finite, we can
use the Carathe´odory-Hahn theorem to claim that for every i and every j P rksn, there exists a countable collection
of sets tCi;jj u8j“1 P R such that [17, p. 353]
Bi Ď
8ď
j“1
C
i;j
j and
8ÿ
j“1
PjpCi;jj q ă PjpBiq `
α
N2
. (41)
Define
B2i “
č
jPrksn
8ď
j“1
C
i;j
j . (42)
By (41), we have
Bi Ď B2i , and PjpB2i q ă PjpBiq `
α
N2
for all j P rksn. (43)
Therefore, for all j P rksn,
PjpB2i zBiq ă
α
N2
. (44)
Next we would like to write the sets B2i as countable unions of sets. To this end, we interchange the union and
intersection in (42) and deduce that B2i is the union of the following countable collection of sets
Ci “
! č
jPrnsk
C
i;j
Nj
: Nj P N for all j P rksn
)
.
Since finite intersections of measurable rectangles are still measurable rectangles, Ci Ď R. We re-label all the sets
in Ci as Ci “ tCi,ju8j“1, where Ci,j P R for all j ě 1. Thus,
B2i “
ď
CPCi
C “
8ď
j“1
Ci,j .
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By continuity of measure, for every j P rksn there exists a sufficiently large Ni;j such that
Pj
ˆNi;jď
j“1
Ci,j
˙
ą PjpB2i q ´
α
N2
.
Let Ni “ maxjPrksn Ni;j. Then for all j P rksn
Pj
ˆ Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˙
ą PjpB2i q ´
α
N2
. (45)
Now let us define the sets B1i whose existence is claimed in the statement of the lemma:
B1i “
$’’’&
’’’%
ŤN1
j“1 C
1,j if i “ 1,´ŤNi
j“1 C
i,j
¯
z
´Ťi´1
u“1B
1
u
¯
if i “ 2, 3, . . . , N ´ 1,
Ynz
´ŤN´1
i“1 B
1
i
¯
if i “ N.
(46)
By definition these sets form a partition of Yn.
(b) Proof that the sets B1i satisfy (20). Let i “ 1. Since B11 Ď B21 and B1 Ď B21 , we can use (43) and (45) to
claim that for all j P rksn
|PjpB11q ´ PjpB1q| ă
α
N2
.
For i “ 2, 3, . . . , N ´ 1, since B1i Ď B2i , for all j P rksn we obtain from (43),
PjpB1iq ´ PjpBiq ă
α
N2
ď α
N
. (47)
By definition,
BizB1i “ Bi X
´` Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˘X ` i´1ď
l“1
B1l
˘c¯c
“ Bi X
´` Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˘c Y ` i´1ď
l“1
B1l
˘¯
“
´
Bi X
` Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˘c¯Y ´Bi X ` i´1ď
l“1
B1l
˘¯
“
´
Biz
` Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˘¯Y ´ i´1ď
l“1
`
Bi XB1l
˘¯
.
Since Bi XBl “ H for every l “ 1, 2, . . . , i´ 1, we have Bi XB1l Ď B1lzBl. Therefore,
BizB1i Ď
´
Biz
` Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˘¯Y ´ i´1ď
l“1
`
B1lzBl
˘¯ Ď ´B2i z` Niď
j“1
Ci,j
˘¯Y ´ i´1ď
l“1
`
B2l zBl
˘¯
.
As a result, for any j P rksn
PjpBiq ´ PjpB1iq ď PjpBizB1iq
ď Pj
´
B2i z
´ Niď
j“1
Ci,j
¯¯
`
i´1ÿ
l“1
PjpB2l zBlq
paqă iα
N2
ă α
N
,
(48)
where paq follows from (44), (45), and the fact that `ŤNij“1 Ci,j˘ Ď B2i . Combining (47) and (48), we obtain that
for any j P rksn and i “ 2, 3, . . . , N ´ 1,
|PjpB1iq ´ PjpBiq| ă
α
N
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Since both tBiuNi“1 and tB1iuNi“1 are partitions of Yn, we have
Nÿ
i“1
PjpBiq “
Nÿ
i“1
PjpB1iq “ 1 for all j P rnsk.
As a result,
|PjpB1N q ´ PjpBN q| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇN´1ÿ
i“1
PjpB1iq ´
N´1ÿ
i“1
PjpBiq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď
N´1ÿ
i“1
|PjpB1iq ´ PjpBiq| ă
pN ´ 1qα
N
ă α.
This shows that the sets tB1iuNi“1 satisfy (20) in the claim of the lemma.
(c) Existence of the sets Ai, i “ 1, . . . , L. We define a finite collection of sets C “
ŤN´1
i“1 tCi,j : 1 ď j ď Niu.
According to definition (46), B1i P σpCq for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , N, where σpCq is the finite algebra generated by
C. Since C Ď R, for every Ci,j P C, we can write Ci,j “ Ci,j1 ˆ Ci,j2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ci,jn , where Ci,jl P σpYq for all
l “ 1, 2, . . . , n. We define another finite collection of sets E “ Ťnl“1ŤN´1i“1 tCi,jl : 1 ď j ď Niu. It is clear that
E Ď σpYq. Let σF pYq “ σpEq, where σpEq is the finite algebra generated by E. Then σF pYq Ď σpYq. Moreover,
the set of n-dimensional measurable rectangles with respect to σF pYq is
RF “ tC1 ˆ C2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Cn : Ci P σF pYq for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , nu,
and the n-fold finite product algebra σF pYq ˆ σF pYq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ σF pYq is the finite algebra generated by RF , and can
be simply written as σpRF q. Since C Ď RF , σpCq Ď σpRF q. Consequently, B1i P σpRF q for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , N.
It is well known that finite algebras are generated by finite partitions [18, Lemma 1.3. and Remark 1.4.]. As a
result, there is a finite partition tAiuLi“1 of Y such that σF pYq “ σptAiuLi“1q. Since σF pYq Ď σpYq, we deduce that
Ai P σpYq for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , L. The proof is complete.
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